If X is a graph, k a cardinal, then there is a graph Y such that if the vertex set of Y is /c-colored, then there exists a monocolored induced copy of X; moreover, if X does not contain a complete graph on a vertices, neither does Y. This may not be true, if we exclude noncomplete graphs as subgraphs.
subgraphs.
It is consistent that there exists a graph X such that for every graph Y there is a two-coloring of the edges of Y such that there is no monocolored induced copy of X. Similarly, a triangle-free X may exist such that every V must contain an infinite complete graph, assuming that coloring Y's edges with countably many colors a monocolored copy of X always exists.
Introduction.
In this paper we deal with the generalization of partition theory which investigates the existence of monocolored prescribed subgraphs of multicolored graphs satisfying certain conditions. As usual we will need partition symbols to make the formulation of the results and problems feasible. Clearly, the Erdos-Rado generalization of Ramsey's theorem yields an obvious existence theorem of type VX 3Y in (0.1), and the meaningful results concerning this symbol are of the form VX E & 3Y E % for certain classes _?, _? of graphs.
The existence problem for the symbols (0.2) is nontrivial, though it is quite easy for the first symbol and here the problem has to be investigated under additional restrictions on X and Y. As to the symbol Y >-► (X)2 the statement VX _y Y >-(X)2 for 7 < u,X (and Y) finite was proved by three different sets of authors [4, 10, 20] and it was extended for countable graphs X in [10] where V7 < w V|A"| < w 3\Y[ < 2" Y >-> (X)2 was proved.
One of the main observations of this paper is that (contrary to the intuitive expectation of combinatorialists that this kind of Ramsey property always holds with a sufficiently large V) it is consistent that (0.3) 3X \X\ = ujy VY Y >~ (X)\ holds.
This is a corollary of our more technical Theorem 12. Moreover (0.3) holds in a very simple model (adding one Cohen real) which does not influence the existence of large cardinals.
This leaves the following problem open.
(0.4) Is it true that for all countable X there is a Y with Y >-► (X)J?
We have no guess if the negation of (0.3) is consistent. The most natural assumption to investigate the symbols (0.1) and the first symbol of (0.2) is to assume that both X and Y are graphs not containing Ka, the complete graph on a vertices. (Note that it is customary to use KT only if r is a cardinal, but if the underlying set of X and Y has a natural (well)-ordering, Ka has a self-explanatory meaning.) Let jVa be the class of graphs not containing Ka. Folkman [12] and Nesetril and Rodl [19] worked out the positive results for the finite case, showing (0.5) Vi=l, 2 Va,7<w VX e^_(|X| < w -3Y EJra\Y[ < cj Y >-» (X)\).
For infinite X and 7 but finite a this was only recently proved for i = 1 by the second author and Rodl [17] .
We extend this result for every a (see Theorem 1) . The first section analyzes the problems raised by this type of results.
For regular k > u, \X\ = k and 7 = k our theorem yields a Y of size 2K and in Theorem 2 we prove that it is consistent that 2K > k+ and still a Y of size k+ always suffice.
This raises the problem if Y >-> (X)* is absolute with respect to certain Cohen extensions. We have several relevant remarks. We state here only the simplest instances. Theorem 3 tells us that if |Y| < 2W and Chr(Y) > cj then this second property of Y cannot be destroyed by adding Cohen reals, and that the assumption \Y[ < 2W is necessary for this statement.
In Theorem 4 we show that on the other hand there is a graph Y on 2W with Chr(F) > cj which can be made cj chromatic by c.c.c. forcing. On the other hand we prove in this section (Theorem 5) that proper forcing cannot destroy the property of a graph having coloring number greater than cj. Theorem 6 is a strengthening of Theorem 1 under the assumption V = L yielding a strong incompactness result as well. Finally we consider in this section graphs not containing /__ i.e. containing only finite complete subgraphs, in more detail. There is an obvious way to define the rank of such graphs by the rank of the well-founded partial order of finite complete subgraphs ordered by reverse inclusion. We restate the result of Theorem 1 in terms of the rank and we prove the existence of universal graphs for graphs having a fixed cardinality k and rank < a < k+. See Theorem 7.
In §2 we prove results of the following type. If Y -> (X)_ or Y -► (X)J holds then under certain conditions Y must contain something larger than X. We need some elaborate finite graph constructions for this purpose which we hope might be of some independent interest.
As a corollary of our results in §1, for every finite X and a < cj, X E JV~a there is a Y E JVa, |Y| < 2U such that Y ►-» (X)_. In Theorem 9 we show that this very strongly fails for the class JV± , the set of graphs not containing _Cj~ (the graph K4 minus one edge); namely for every n = 1,2,... there are Tn E JV^~ such that for all Y E JT~ with Y -♦ (T")i, \Y[ > wn.
Moreover we show in Theorem 10 that there is a countable X E J^ such that Y -» (X)i holds for noFe/^.
In §3 using a technique of Shelah we first prove a stronger form of (0.3), showing that the existence of a nonarrowable bipartite X on the vertex set cj U uiy is consistent.
The next theorem is also a strengthening of (0.3) at least for countably many colors. Namely it tells us that it is consistent to have a triangle-free X of size cj! such that for all Y with Y -► (X)2 Y contains a Ku, and the proof indeed yields that for all Y there is an edge coloring / so that for every monochromatic embedding g of X into Y g"X contains a Ku, hence Y >*•+ (X)_ holds for all Y and this X.
We do not know if cj can be replaced by 2 in this theorem, and we also do not know if JC_ can be replaced by __Wl i.e.
(0.6) Is it consistent that there exists a triangle-free X of size wi such that Km C Y holds for every Y with Y >-* (X)l (or Y ►-» (X)2,)?
Note that __Wl cannot be replaced by __(2w)+ since as a corollary of the relations (2")+ * ((2")+)2 and (2W)+ -> ((2W)+, (cji)_)2 there is a Y with __(a_)+ s_ yFinally, Theorem 14 tells us that it is consistent that almost all graphs of size cji will satisfy (0.3) at least if we make a restriction on the size of Y.
Our notation is standard. X < Y denotes that X is isomorphic to a subgraph of y, [A]M, [A]<M denote {x C A: |x| = p}, {x C A: |x| < p}, respectively. (1.4) if for 7 < k, /-: _--► 2K are embeddings with f57 < k, Rng(/~) = A7, sup(A7) < inf(A-,') (7 < 7' < «;), no edge goes between any two of the A7's, then there exists a point /3 > sup((J{A~: 7 < k}) with Y(j3) = \J{B1: 7 < k} where B7 = f'JlX(81) and, if for 7 < k, s C X((57), s # 0, [s]2 C X, then *(f1sU{p}) = sU{81}; (1.5) every Y(/?) is constructed in a step of type (1.4) . Notice that these conditions imply (1.6) tp(Y(0)) < K for 0 < 2K.
We extend $ to sets of limit type the obvious way: (1.7) if s C 2K, s ^ 0, and s has no last element, then $(s) = [J{$(s H p): p< sup(s)}.
We have to show that Y >-► (X)K holds (the other properties are clear). Assume that g: 2K -► k is a rc-coloring with no monocolored induced copy of X. An embedding /: 8 -► 2K with Rng(^o/) having exactly one element is called monochromatic, if its unique element is p, it is p-colored, f is nonextendable, if it is monochromatic but it has no monochromatic (end) extension.
CLAIM. There exists a 0 < 2K such that for every 7 with 0 < 7 < 2K, and for every r < k, there is a nonextendable r-colored embedding / with Rng(/) C [7,2K) , with no edge between [0,7) and Rng(/).
PROOF OF THE CLAIM. Assuming the claim is false, we can recursively find /?£, 7£, and r^ for £ < k+ with (1.8) 0t<lt< % < 2K, r£ < k for £ < £' < K+; (1.9) if / is a nonextendable, r^-colored embedding into [i£,2K) then there is an edge between [0e,l^) and Rng(/).
As ci(2K) > k, no problem with the construction arises. Choose r < k with |5| = /c+, where 5 = {£ < tz+: r^ = r}. Pick the first k2 elements of S: {8^: £ < /c2} (here k2 denotes ordinal square). Let / be a nonextendable r-colored embedding into [sup{7a: £ < k2}, 2k), put B = Rng(/). (Such an / exists by Zorn's lemma.) As no monocolored induced copy of X exists in Y, \B\ < k. By hypothesis, for f < k2, there is an edge between [^,7^) and B. For b E B, the set {£ < k2: b is joined to [05(,16^)} has order-type < /c by (1.5), so /c2 is the union of < k sets, each of type < k, which is absurd.
Choose 0 < 2K as in the Claim. By induction on r < k we choose 0T < 7,-, a nonextendable r-colored embedding /T: aT -> [/?T,7T) satisfying (1.10) /?0 = /?, 7t' < /?t for r' < r < k, aT < k;
(1.11) no edge goes between [0,0T) and Rng(/T). By (1.4), there is a point 8 > sup{7T: r < k} such that fT U {(aT,8)} is an embedding for r < k. This implies that the color of 8 is not r for every r < k, a contradiction.
Next we show that a Y as described in Theorem 1 may exist with [Y\ = k+ < 2K.
THEOREM 2. Assume that V models /c-= k, 2k = /c+, cf(A) > k, Ak = A. There exists a generic extension blowing 2K up to X such that for every X on n there exists aY on k+ such that Y >-* (X)* and Ka ^ Y whenever Ka ^ X.
PROOF. The applied notion of forcing is the Cohen partial order making 2K = X with < K-size conditions. If X is a graph on /c in the generic extension, then by the K+-c.c. X is in an intermediate model generated by a subset of size < k of the original notion of forcing. By the product lemma (see [18] ) the final model can be regarded as a generic extension of this model; the extension is done by the same Cohen-forcing blowing 2K up to A, so we can simply assume that X E V. Let Y be the graph constructed in Theorem 1 (in V). We show that Y >-► (X)K still holds in the expanded model. That Ka ^ Y still holds is obvious if a < k+ by the < /c-closure property of the notion of forcing. Also, KK+ <ft Y holds by (1.6).
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First we show that a suitable form of the Claim in Theorem 1 is true. Let P be the notion of forcing, p E P and p lh ug: k+ -> k has no monocolored copy of X". CLAIM, p forces that there exists a 0 < k+ such that for every 7 with 0 < 7 < k+ and for every r < k there is a nonextendable r-colored embedding / with Rng(/) C [7,2K) , with no edge between [0,7) and Rng(/).
PROOF OF THE CLAIM. If p does not force the statement, we can recursively find /?£, 7j, T£, and p^ < p for £ < rc+ such that (1.12) 0t < 7« < 0? < «+, H < k for £ < £' < k+; (1.13 ) pj forces that if / is a nonextendable r^-colored embedding into [7^,/c+), then there is an edge between [/?^,7j) and Rng(/).
Again, no problem with the construction arises. By the properties of P we can assume that the p^'s are pairwise compatible, {Dom(p^): £ < /c+} form a A-system, and that r^ = r (by shrinking, if necessary). Put 7 = sup{7^: £ < k2} (k2 again denotes ordinal square). Let p' be the restriction of any of the p^ 's to the kernel of the A-system. Obviously, p' < p. Choose a p" < p' with p" lh "/: a -* [7, k+) is a nonextendable, r-colored embedding" We can even assume (by < /c-closure of P) that p fixes also a, f. Therefore, / is a real embedding of X.
As |Dom(p")| < k, the set {£ < k2: p^ and p" are compatible} has order-type k2. If pj and p" are compatible, then a common extension forces that there is an edge between [/?^,7j) and Rng(/). By absoluteness, there must be such an edge in V. But then we get, as in the proof of Theorem 1, that k2 is the union of < /c sets, each of order-type < k, a contradiction.
To To ensure (1.14-17) the Claim suffices, (1.18) can be met, as k-= k. By (1.4), there is a point 8 appropriate for the embeddings {/^: £<«:}. Assume that r < p and r lh g(6) = p. There is a £ < k such that if S = (j{Dom(p(c)): c < k}, then Dom(r) n S = Dom(r) n (|J{Dom(p(c)): c < £}) so, by (1.18), there is a £' with (1.19) p(£')|5 < r\S and p(£') lh "/^/ is a nonextendable p-colored embedding.".
But by (1.19) , p(£') and r are compatible and the common extension forces that /j'(a(£')) = 8 is a good extension, a contradiction. The most natural way of deducing Theorem 2 would be to show that if |X| = k, \Y\ = k+ and Y >-► (X)* holds then this remains true if 2K is blown up by adding Cohen subsets of k. We can prove this only if X is small. PROOF. For the example, take the edge graph. The claim will be clear from the following well-known observation (see [9] ): the edge graph on A has chromatic number < k if and only if A < 2". Now assume that |Y| < 2K, and forcing by P an /: 2K -» k with no monocolored X is born. As P is k+-c.c, / is already contained in a submodel built from a P' C P with |P'| < 2K, i.e. we can assume that at most 2K Cohen sets are added. Choose for every a < 2K a condition pa, and a color iQ < k with pa lh f(a) = ia.
For a subset S C 2K Y\S >-(X)* holds, and ia = i for a E S.
By a well-known observation P is the union of k centered subsets, so we can even assume that for a, 0 E S, pa and pp are compatible. If A C S spans a copy of X, p E P extends {pa: a E A}, then p forces that A is monocolored, a contradiction. For n < u, q \\-"if 0 E /(«"), then 0 E N". If q' < q forces for an n that "an <£ /(.)" (as /(<5) is finite), then </ lh "c5 € N" which is absurd.
Let us note that using the ideas of Theorem 5 and of [2] one can show e.g. that if tp is an order-type, P is proper and FNp-t (w)_ then Vp h tp -► (w)i, two special cases (ccc and cji-closed) have been proved and used in [1 and 2] .
Under the axiom of constructibility we can get incompactness results, generalizing the main theorem of [15] . PROOF. By results of Jensen [5] , there exists a stationary set E C {£ < k: cf(£) = p} with E fl £ nonstationary in £ for every £ < k. We use the following form of the diamond principle for E:
(1.23) there is a sequence (Sa: a E E) such that if S = (fp: 0 < k) is such that for 0 < k, fp: ap -+ k is an increasing function, otp < p, supRng(/^) < inf Rng(fp'), for 0 < 0' < k, then for stationary many a E E, Sa = S\a holds.
We are going to define Y(0) for 0 < k and simultaneously the function $ as in Theorem 1. Y(0) = 0 unless 0 = p.0 E E, Sp is a sequence of the form (/-,: 7 < 0) with /7: a1 -> 0 an embedding of X (this is meaningful as Y, $ are to be defined on 0), A1 = Rng(/7), supA~ < inf Ay whenever 7 < 7' < /? and no edge goes between two A~'s. In this case, choose a sequence (r^: We also mention the following observation.
THEOREM 7. If k-= k, then for every a < k+ there exists a universal graph among those of size < k and of rank < a. There is a Y with Ku ^ Y, |Y| = n+ which embeds every \X[ < k for which rC_ £ X.
PROOF (IN OUTLINE)
. One can build a tree-like construction, as in the proof' of Theorem 1, replacing $ by an ordinal valued "rank function" which associates an ordinal to every finite subset spanning a complete subgraph an ordinal number.
Notice that, as a well-known folklore observation shows, in no k does there exist a universal /c-sized graph omitting K_. 
DEFINITION. If X = (V(X),E(X)) is a finite graph, V(X) is partitioned as
V(X) = A U B U C U D U {x, y}, 1 < n < cj, then Hn(A, B, C, D, x, y) is the following graph: for every pair (i,j) with 1 < i < n, 1 < j < n take a disjoint copy of X, Xij on V(Xij) = Aij U BtJ U C%j U Dij U {x,j, yij} then do the following amalgamations: AtUl = Al2j2 (1 < iy,i2,jy,j2 < n), C%3, = Clj2 (1 < jy,j2 < n), Dli3 = Di2j (1 < iy,i2 < n), and similarly xijy = xij2, yil} = yl2j.
We get, therefore, a graph on A U \J{Bi3: 1 < i,j < n} U (J{Ct: 1 < i < n} U \J{Dj: 1 < j < n} v\J{xi,yj'-1 <hJ < n)- PROOF. As X is finite, it is sufficient to show that for every n < cj there exists an appropriate decomposition.
We will use the following easy observation: for every k, I < cj there is an N < cj such that if Fij is a fc-element set for i where all the sets {A,Bij,Ct,Dj: i E U,j E V} are disjoint. This can be proved by a standard A-system argument; the proof is left to the reader. Let m = m(n) be a sufficiently large finite number (we will not calculate it, but there is an effective bound on it). We define a graph W on V(Y) with {u, v} E E(W) if there are m different copies of X in Y containing both u and v. If Chr(lY) > cj, then by an old Erdos-Hajnal theorem [7] there are arbitrarily large complete bipartite subgraphs of W. If m is large enough, there are 27V vertices, {xi,yi: 1 < i < TV} such that {x^, y}} is covered by a copy of X, Xf, with Xi,yj playing the roles of the same pair of vertices, and every V(Xtj) contains a vertex not covered by (J{Xst: s,t ^ i, j}. Applying the result mentioned at the beginning of the proof we get the result; one only must notice that B ^ 0 by the noncovering property of the V(Xij) sets.
If Chr(W) < cj, V(Y) can be covered by countably many W-independent sets; one of them must arrow X. We can, therefore, assume that V(Y) is VY-independent, i.e. no pair is contained in m copies of X. Again, by considering those pairs which are covered by at least one copy of X, we get that there are vertices {x,,«/,: 1 < i < TV} with Xi,y3 covered by Xtj with V(Xij) = A{jBi]UCiUDjU{xi,y:j}. Now, if A U |J{Ct: 1 < i < N} U (j{Dt: 1 < i < TV} ^ 0, say a E A U d, then {a, xJ is covered by X%j (1 < j < TV), a contradiction, if TV > m. We get, therefore, that V(Xij) = Bij U {xi,yj}, i.e. a decomposition with A = Ci = Di = 0.
The simplest instance of interest of Theorem 8 is when X is the triangle, i.e. K3; then __" is the graph on {xi, yj, Zij: 1 < i,j < n} with edges of the form {xi, yj}, {xi,Zij}, {zij,yj}. One is tempted to think that this can be strengthened and K^, the complete four-graph minus an edge, is also obligatory. Though this is true for |Y| = cji [7] there is a counterexample of size 22", as is shown in [6] . We show that this phenomenon can appear at larger cardinalities. We need some preliminary (finite) constructions. (2.5) Ti = \J{Titj :l<j<k-l}, \Tij\ = \Tz\/(k -1), and, if p E Tijo, q E TtJl, jo # 31 then f(p) n f(q) = 0.
Assume that the hypergraph on ToU-• UT has already been constructed. First, partition each T,_, (1 < j < k -1) into fc-1 equal parts, T? = \}{T(i,j, !■)'■ 1 < I < k -1}. For every / with 1 < / < fc -1 we shall construct a fc -1-hypergraph Jf on \J{T(i,j,I): 1 < j < k -1} such that if H E <%i, then
and ^f is < 3-circuitless. Next, we choose for every H E %i a new vertex p E T(i + 1,1) for which f(p) = H will hold. By an observation of Erdos-Hajnal [7] such an <£f exists with |^f| > |T|1+9 provided that 0 < 0 < \ and |T| is large enough. We shall, therefore, have |Ti+1 = £ |^f| > |T|1+e.
We shall have to prove that the hypergraph is < 3-circuitless. Clearly, two edges can have at most one vertex in common. Assume that Hy,H2,H3 form a 3-circuit, Hr = f(Pr) U {pr} (r = 1,2,3) . If pi,P2,P3 E Ti (i > 1) we are done, as by assumption, f(py), f(p2), f(pz) cannot form a 3-circuit. If py,p2 E Ti, p3 E T»_i, then clearly |__3 fl (Hy U #2)! = 1 (contains only p3), so Hy,H2,H3 is not a 3-circuit. If pi E Ti, p2,p3 E T_i, then the only possibility is that p2,p3 E /(pi), and f(p2) n f(p3) ^ 0, i.e. p2 E T_iiio, p3 € Ti-ltjl with j0 = jy and io ± h at the same time, an impossibility. LEMMA 2. For fc > 3 there exists a finite, 3-circuitless k-hypergraph %? on S = \}%? with the following property: if X c S, X ^ 0 then there exists an H E <%* such that either H C X or \H n X| = 1 holds.
PROOF. First choose a y < cj so large that there exists a 3-chromatic < 3-circuitless fc -1-hypergraph of y edges (possible by Erdos-Hajnal [7] ). Choose x so large that xe > y, where 0 < 0 < \ fixed, and x satisfies Lemma 1. Construct a sequence of disjoint sets To,Ty,... ,Tr with |To| > x,..., [Tr\ > k ■ xy and build the < 3-circuitless system of Lemma 1 on To U Ti U • • • U Tr. By a probabilistic construction (see [21] ) we can add edges in [T0]k extending it to a system where every vertex of To is contained in at least xe > y hyperedges. Choose a set S with S n (To U • • • U Tr) = 0 and |S| = y(*), and continue extending the hypergraph by hyperedges of type {s} U As with As E [Tr]fc_1, As n As< = 0 for s ^ s' (s, s' E S).
Call a set A independent if [Hn A\ < 1 holds for every hyperedge H constructed so far. For every y-element independent subset A C To choose a subset Ra _! S, [Ra[ = y in such a way that Ra n Ra' = 0 ii A ^ A'. Build a 3-chromatic < 3-circuitless fc -1-hypergraph Jf on Ra and choose a vertex t(K) E A for every K E 3?, again with t(K) ± t(K') for K £ __'.
A straightforward checking shows that the hypergraph finally constructed is < 3-circuitless. Assume that X 7^ 0 is a subset of IJ T US such that if H is a hyperedge, then neither HEX nor \HC\X\ = 1 holds. If T0nX = 0 then we get by induction that Ti n X = 0 and at last 5 n X = 0, i.e. X = 0. If p € X n T0, then there are y hyperedges Hy,..., Hy with p E Hi, so, as |X fl _F_T_| ^ 1, there are other vertices qi E HiC\X-{p}. The set A = {qy,... , qy} C XnT0 is independent (as our system is < 3-circuitless), so there is an appropriate Ra Q S. As the fc -1-hypergraph on Ra is 3-chromatic, either there is a __ C X so t(K) U K C X, or there is a K with K 17 X = 0 (again, |X n ({t(K)} U K)\ = 1). THEOREM 9. There are finite graphs Ty,T2,... such that (2.6) /_4-iTn (n=l,2,...); (2.7) if \Y\ < cj", and Y -* (Tn)l, then /ST4" < Y.
PROOF. For n = 1 we can take the triangle (see [7] ). We are going to construct a graph T" with (2.6-7) and with the additional property that V(Tn) is covered by the triangles contained in T". This certainly holds for n = 1. Put fc = |V(Tn_i)|. By Lemma 2, there exists a fc-hypergraph Zona finite set S which is < 3-circuitless, and if X C S is nonempty, then there exists an H E <%? such that either HEX or \H n X| = 1 holds. For every H E ^, fix a bijection fH: V(T"_,) -♦ H, and take T" = \J{f'^E(Tn-y): H E JF}, i.e. draw a copy of T"_, inside every H. We claim that Tn is appropriate. As %? is < 3-circuitless, all triangles of Tn come from triangles of the copies of T"_i, and using that ^ is 2-circuitless, we get that K4 ^ Tn. It is also obvious that every vertex of S is covered by a triangle.
We show that if Y is a graph on cj", if 7 ^ Y, then Y ■+> (Tn)^. Decompose cj" = V(Y) into a continuous, increasing union of sets {Va: a < cj"} with |Va| < cjn_x such that, if Xi,x2 E Va, and there exists a y joined to both xy and __, then there is such a y in Va. Color each Va+y -Va by countably many colors, without a monocolored Tn_i (possible, as |V_+i -V_| < lj"_i). Assume that Y|A contains a monocolored copy of Tn. By the construction of T", there is a bijection g: S -> A such that a Tn_i is drawn into g"H for every H E%?. Let a be the minimal 0 < uin such that A C Vp+y. As the coloring of Va+1 -Va is Tn_i-free, for no H E %f, does g"H C YQ+1 -YQ hold. This gives that ii X = {s E S: g(s) E Va+1 -Va}, then X ^ 0 and H <£ X for H E MT. By Lemma 2, there is an 77 E %* with |_J nX| = 1. It is possible to give a theorem similar to Theorem 8 for the case of edge-arrowing.
We mention one simple instance.
THEOREM 11. IfY -> (.K3)2, then Y contains every finite 3-chromatic graph.
PROOF. We prove by induction on k = |Y(Y)| that if Y does not contain the complete tripartite graph on n,n,n vertices, then Y -++ (K^2^. Decompose V(y) = LK^a : ct < k} into an increasing, continuous union with \Va\ < k, and, if for A E [Va]2n, A contains the complete bipartite graph on n,n vertices, then all vertices joined to every vertex in A are in Va (possible, as their number is at most n -1). By the inductive hypothesis, the edges inside the VQ's can be countably colored without a monocolored triangle. It suffices, therefore, to color the crossing edges. If x E Va+y -Va, and U = {y E Va : {x, y} E E(Y)}, then Y on U does not contain a complete, bipartite graph on n,n vertices; therefore, by the Erdos-Hajnal theorem mentioned above, U spans a countable chromatic graph. This colors the edges between x and U, and this gives a coloring without a monocolored triangle.
Edge-partitions.
In this section we deal with the case when the edge-set of a graph Y (denoted as E(Y)) is colored and a monocolored induced copy of the target graph is to be found. Using a method of Shelah [22] , we show that the Ramsey property of this kind is-consistently-false for uncountable target graphs.
THEOREM 12. It is consistent that there exists a bipartite graph on cj,cji vertices, X, such that Y >-+ (X)2 holds for no Y.
PROOF. Let V be a model of ZFC+CH. Extend it by the usual Cohen forcing, i.e. by P = {p: Dom(p) < cj,Rng(p) C {0,1}}. If G C P is generic, then in V[G[, CH will still hold; therefore there is a scale (fa: a < cji ) in it, i.e. for every /: cj -► cj there is an fa eventually dominating it. Fix a name for this sequence.
Define X C cj x cj, as follows: (n,a) E E(X) if and only if G(fa(n)) = 1 (here G: cj -> {0,1} denotes the generic function).
Assume that 1 lh "Y is a graph on A". For {a,0} E E(Y) let p E G be the (unique) shortest condition with p lh {a,0} E E(Y). Let n = Dom(p), and put f(a,0) = G(n). Assume thatp lh"g: cj -+ X,h: cj, -> A embeds X into the ith color of Y". For a < cji choose a pa < p deciding a value of h(a) (i.e. pa lh "ft(a) = £" for some £ < A). For an S E [toy^1, p_ = p' (a E S). Choose G C P with p' E G. In
, f(n) = min{i: G|i decides g(n), i > length(p')} defines an cj -♦ cj function. There exists, therefore, a p" < p' and an a E S such that p" lh llfa(n) > f(n) for n > n0". We know that G|/(n) decides the value of both g(n) and h(a). As g < G[f(n) with Dom(q) = fa(n) + 1, q(fa(n)) = 1 is a shortest condition forcing (n,a) E E(X). q is also a shortest condition forcing {g(n),h(a)} E E(Y). But if q' < g with q'(fa(n) + l) = 1 -i, then q' lh uf(g(n),h(a)) = 1 -i", a contradiction. Using this model we show that the natural counterpart to Theorem 1 may also be false. First we need a rather technical lemma. LEMMA 3 (CH). Let P = {p,: i < cj} be the Cohen forcing. There are sets Notice that this saves (3.2). We also demand that every a is used up at a step as above; this insures that {y < a: {y,a} E F(l)} has order-type < cj. Assume that g does not satisfy (3.3).
CLAIM. There is a 0 < cji such that for every 7 > 0, i < cj, there is an s E [cj, -7] <w, s C g-i(»), [s]2 C F(Pi), [0, 7] x s n F(l) = 0 and PROOF. Let V be a model of CH, P = {p^: i < cj} the Cohen-real forcing, G a generic set. In V[G], define X as \J{F(p): p E G} where {F(p): p E P} is the system of Lemma 3. (3.1) and (3.2) give that X is triangle free.
Assume that 1 lh "Y is a graph on A". For {0, a} E Y choose i < cj as its color, if pi is the shortest p EG with p lh "{/?, a} E Y". Assume that p lh "/: cji -► A embeds X into the fcth color". Obviously, p < pk, as p G G implies p^ 6 G.
For every a < cji choose a pa < p with pQ lh "/(a) = 7_". Put (/(a) = i if pa = Pi, and apply Lemma 3. We get that there are i < cj and {at: t < cj} with {at,ots} E F(pi) and g(at) = i. If t < s < cj and {at,as} E F(g) with q < Pi < P < Pk, then q lh "{at,as} E 7_(X)", so q lh "{7_t,7a,} G #00 and is fc-colored", so pk lh "{7Q(,7_3} E 7_(Y)", i.e. pk forces that {^at: t < cj} spans a Ku in Y.
The next theorem uses a different kind of approach. Instead of forcing a suitable target graph X we can make almost all sufficiently complicated graphs X satisfy (0.3) at least for Y's of restricted size. THEOREM 14. It is consistent that 2" = w_, 2Ul = 2"2 = cj3, andY ~+ (X)2, for every \Y\ < cj2 where X is any bipartite graph on cj x cji satisfying (3.6) if a ^ 0, KaAKp is infinite, where for a < uiy, Ka = {n < oj: (n,a) E E(X)}.
PROOF. Let V be a model of GCH. We are going to define a countable support iteration (Pa,Qa'-ct < oj3) with the property that if X € VPa satisfies (3.6) and Y EVPa is a graph on "_, then Qa gives a two-coloring witnessing Y >*■► (X)2. By GCH in V, and cj2-c.c. of F_3 we can treat every appropriate pair (X, Y) at some 
